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 MUSINGS FROM THE EDITOR:  
 

"Like stones, words are laborious and unforgiving, and the 
fitting of them together, like the fitting of stones, 
demands great patience and strength of purpose 

and particular skill." 
~ Edmund Morrison 

Home again ~ home again ~ jiggity jog! Our 2008-2009 Winter Travel Season ended the second week 
in April and we arrived home to fine weather, six months of mail sitting on the dining room table, an ever 
looming deadline to complete our Income Tax return and laundry piled from final few weeks of our 
travels. 

Given a couple of weeks – the Northern winter re-appeared. The temperature dropped and the lawns 
again turned white. We call that the poor man’s fertilizer – the moisture that sat on the frozen surface all 
winter can now seep down and awaken the sleeping roots – the colours of summer would be just around 
the corner. I began thinking about just how much the weather affects my mood, my attitude and what I 
do. 100 words –a challenge many of us took up and succeeded. 

We look forward to a summer of visitors: British folks we met in Quartzsite; a wonderful visit with 
Jaimie and George (Bruzenak) the end of May; and time with old school friends. 

I have accepted a five month internship with Dion Communications to work on various projects with 
Angela (see Resources – Feature Articles: Make a Difference, Not a Dollar by Angela Dion). I expect 
that will keep me busy learning and occupied when we’re not entertaining friends. 

Thanks so much to Barbara Bowers for her write up and photo of the Get-together in Sedalia. 
 
We come and we go and sometimes lose our valued partners along the way. We thank Ed Phillips for 

sharing his tribute to his wife June. 
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PS-Sometimes the way I spell things may not be the same as you, but I am Canadian, eh?!  

This issue: 
What’s Gone on Between Then and Now 

• Writers’ Groups News 
• Penwheels at the Escapade 

Contributions and Contributors 
·  100 Word Submissions 
• Tribute to June 

I’ve been published – Bragging Rights! 
BLOG List 
Resources 
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What’s Gone on between Then and Now 

 
Writers’ Groups News 

 
North Ranch Writers’ Group – Contributed by Helen Taylor 
  

Just thought I'd pass on to Penwheels the latest "project" the North Ranch Writers' Group has 
been doing. 

 A month or so ago we "presented" at the Clubhouse, to whoever showed up, our "The 
Wedding" group project. Each of us (about 8 or 9) drew for a "character" and then for "an event" 
to write about, with no collaborating among us allowed! 

 Then at this presentation, we each read our contribution. It was really a hoot. The "bride" 
turned out to be an alien from another planet. The mother and father of the bride or groom 
seemed to be having or going to have an affair. Both sets of parents accompanied the bridal pair 
on the honeymoon. It was truly hilarious - and some of us had proclaimed that we did NOT write 
fiction. 

 We have another project like this on tap for next week. Instead of "The Wedding" the story 
will be "The Child" with a completely different set of characters and events. I will be the 
grandfather of the baby and writing about the christening party. I can hardly wait to hear what 
everyone else will write.   

It has been a really fun project or projects, thought up and organized by Karen Cox. 
 

Penwheels (BoF) at the Escapade 2009 - Contributed by Barbara A. Bowers, SKP #77439 
 
Five people met in Sedalia, Missouri, for the Penwheels BoF meeting held May 26, 2009. 

Those present were Barry Maughan (SKP #46237), Janet Carter (SKP #3419), Glenn Shields 
(SKP #92818), Barbara Bowers (SKP #77439), and Chris Guld, a vendor for Geeks on Tour. 

After introductions including where we have been published and reasons we write, we 
discussed a variety of topics.  Items discussed included why everyone needs an editor, how to 
critique someone’s work without taking away the writer’s voice, and how to find publishers.  
Janet said that in order to have the discipline to do her writing, she “looks at it as a job.”  Barbara 
and Barry both mentioned that the other Penwheels members are quite valuable when looking for 
critiques.  With the true Escapees spirit, many members are willing to help when asked.  There 
was a verbal exchange of resources. 

Announcement from our Membership Volunteer – Joanne Alexakis 

The Penwheels BOF newsletter is being offered on-line - paperless! You need to be registered on 
the Penwheels electronic bulletin board (PWBB) in order to receive this feature. The "on-line 
only" newsletter subscribers receive 6 issues of this newsletter (1 1/2 year's worth) as compared to 
only 4 issues (one year's worth) of the hard copy that is sent to you via snail mail. The cost is $8.00 
for either method of delivery.    
   To join the Penwheels bulletin board (PWBB) and get daily (almost) digests and access to the on-
line PW newsletter, send a blank e-mail to: penwheels-subscribe@yahoogroups.com . 
   Also please send an e-mail to our PWBB moderator, Alice Zyetz, (youshoulda@aol.com ) letting 
her know that you have subscribed, so she can inform Yahoo to accept your request. Please include 
your name and SKP# in this email. 
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The reasons people write varied. Reasons listed by the attendees included:  enjoyment, 
teaching computers, writing for radio and international uses, travel writing, and changing careers.  
There were even more types of writing.   

Those present write blogs, e-books, mysteries, magazine articles, website content, fiction, 
how-to books, and journals. There were freelance journalists and those seeking advice about 
where to begin.   

Glenn would like to publish a variety of media about retirement and career coaching. Chris is 
looking for a way to collect her knowledge on subjects such as Picasa into a book format. 

Upcoming projects mentioned by the group were:  (Janet):   a mystery set in a campground 
and continuation of a series of detailed listings for SKP parks and (Glenn):  books, articles, e-
books, and a blog to compliment his new endeavor as a life coach. 

The only complaint was that an hour meeting was not long enough to share everything this 
intelligent group had to say. 

 

 
 

From left to right:  Janet Carter, SKP#3419; Glenn Shields, SKP#92818; Chris Guld, Exhibitor-
Geeks on Tour; Barbara Bowers, SKP#77439; and Barry Maughan, SKP#46237 
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Contributions - “100 Word Submissions” 
"What is written without effort is in general read without pleasure." 

~ Samuel Johnson 
 
Blank Page – Contributed by Barbara Kaufmann  
There it is the looming giant, white and glaring… its form just lying there, waiting for you to 
make a move…. Its face stark, barren, expressionless… it seems to be taunting you, laughing at 
you, mocking you…. making you seem so small, so insect-like, inconsequential… inadequate. 
You find yourself staring blankly, hypnotically… It has not moved, beckoned, invited or 
threatened. It just lays there still and mute. Your mind flirts with the idea…it has got to be evil. 
How can this simple hair-thin slice of long-dead tree intimidate you so? Because it’s not any 
page. It’s the writer’s blank page! 
 
Contributed by Carolyn Harris 
Why not suggest blogging for people who are facing a blank page? 
It certainly gets you moving. 

 
Contributed by Joanne Alexakis  

I grew up in Minnesota where January and February of each winter would bring at least sixty 
straight days of gray overcast skies and icy cold weather that dulled my senses. I grew glum 
being cooped up indoors because of continuous gloomy and frigid weather. Then in 1994-1995, 
Nick and I spent the entire winter RVing in the Sonoran desert in south-western Arizona. 
Sunshine in January. More sunlight in February. I was in paradise! Warmth was beamed down 
on me from that shining golden orb above. I felt like I was glowing inside and truly inspired. I 
began to write. 

 
Weather and Writing – Contributed by Lynne Benjamin, SKP #86190 
Travelling stimulates 
People motivates 
The weather governs action. 
 
Contributed by Barbara Bowers, SKP #77439 

Warm spring sunshine pulls me from my steel cocoon. I scarcely notice the shadows of my 
pen on the paper as the words flow freely with the breezes that ruffle my brunette locks. Love, 
new life, and praises to the Creator are the subjects that fill my pages. There is a lightness and 
joy in the words written in the sunshine. 

Winter snow chills my body, but not my soul. White days are a time for memories and 
dreams of what could be. The joyous prose of sunny days transform into words of hope in the 
chilly nights.�

"The Weather" – suggested by Helen Taylor 
100 words or less 

How does the weather affect your writing? 

‘Facing the Blank Page’ 
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Contributed by Eva Martha Knapp SKP#102696  

Rainy days were good for reading books, but on sunny days I spent most of the time in the 
water. Boca Ciega Bay was a mile wide and the only neighbors were half a mile away. I could 
take the row boat to the flats, walk along knee deep pulling a wash tub, filling it with scallops. Or 
I could float on my raft, an old oaken door, pretending I was a female Huckleberry Finn. Or, if I 
had one of “those” books I would climb into a mangrove tree to read. That was how I discovered 
Zola’s NANA.  
 
Whether or not the Weather - Contributed by Joan Pomeroy SKP #75145  

 Depending upon whether the weather brings hail, rain, thunder, lightning, snow or tornadoes 
will depend upon how it affects my writing. 

Watching the thunder storms move across the Devils Tower in Wyoming last June was 
awesome. The sky started to turn black in the middle of the day, then the lightning began to 
crack, thunder rumbled and soon big rain drops fell, pounding the roof of our fifth wheel. All 
writing came to a halt, as I shut down the computer. Then looking out the back window of the 
fifth wheel, the shape of the tower could almost be seen through the dense rain.  

   
Weather - Contributed by Helen Taylor 
“Everybody talks about the weather, but nobody does anything about it.” As old sayings go, this 
one asks a lot! How in the world could anyone actually control the weather anyway? I’m 
guessing, but probably even though you can’t change the weather, you can change your attitude, 
and/or your location. If you don’t like the weather where you are, go somewhere else! That was 
certainly one of our criteria during all the nearly twenty years we were full-time RVers. That was 
our plan, but as everyone also knows, plans, best-laid or not, do not always pan out! 

 
 Contributors to this issue of the Penwheels Newsletter:  
 
Joanne Alexakis  
Lynne Benjamin 
Jaimie Bruzenak  
Barbara A. Bowers 

Carolyn Harris 
Barbara Kaufmann 
Eva Martha Knapp 
Ed Phillips 

Joan Pomeroy 
Helen Taylor  

Tribute to June (contributed by Ed Phillips – edited) 
 
As Ed said in his letter to Joanne about June’s passing, “On the Wednesday before her death, 

June ran the copy machine for two hours; the next day helped put the “house news paper 
together.”; ate a good meal and passed away a few hours later – Congestive Heart Failure and 
complications.  

June passed away unexpectedly on March 27th, 2009. Both she and Ed were both raised in 
Ravenna, Ohio where they married on a week-end leave in 1945.  

A tiny woman June was full of energy and a zest for life with an unending commitment to 
helping others. Even in her death, she carried on by donating her skin to help burn victims and 
organs to science. 

After raising their 6 children, June & Ed spent 9 ½ years of full timing and travelling 
throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico. Life-time Members of Escapees, they were 
original lot owners at North Ranch in Congress, Arizona. Throughout her 82 years, June took part 
in an array of activities and touched many lives through her various volunteer works. She will be 
sorely missed by the Christian Village community (close to Phoenix, AZ), where they lived. 
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I’ve Been Published – Bragging Rights! 

 

 
 
Lynne Benjamin, SKP# 86190:  Laundry, Escapees Magazine, May/June, 2009 (page 20)  
RV West E-Mag  
·  Call of the Desert -  http://www.rvwest.com/journeys/rvtales/callofthedesert.php 
·  Our Road Always Leads to Yuma-http://www.rvwest.com/journeys/rvtales/ourroadalwaysleadstoyuma.php  
·  Living in the Desert -  http://www.rvwest.com/journeys/rvtales/livinginthedesert.php  
 
Barbara Bowers, SKP #77439: Pointers on Rally Planning Escapees Magazine, January/ 
February, 2009 (page 61)  
 
Jaimie Bruzenak: Literary Travel, Escapees Magazine, March/April, 2009 (page 47) 
·  Two regular columns for Workamper News won 2nd place in the Informational Columns 

category in the annual Arizona Press Women's writing contest 
George Bruzenak: Photos for Literary Travel, Escapees Magazine, March/April, 2009 (page 47) 
 
Helen Taylor for North Ranch Writers' Group: Mystery at North Ranch, Certificate from the 
Writers Digest Self-Published Contest 
 
Barbara Kaufmann, SKP 95737: I am now a George Washington University's "Hot Mama."   
a mentor position with George Washington University's School of Business and Women's 
Studies program  
 
Elaine Seavey, SKP #24124:  Saguaro SKP Co-op Adds More Sites, Escapees Magazine,  
March/April 09 (page 84)  

Let Us Know About Your Current Publications 
• Your Name and SKP #    
 • Title of Piece  
• Magazine or Book and Date  

To join the Penwheels bulletin board and get daily (almost) digests, send a blank e-mail to:  
penwheels-subscribe@yahoogroups.com    Please send an e-mail to me, Alice (youshoulda@aol.com), 
as well, letting me know that you have subscribed, so as Moderator I can inform Yahoo to accept your 
request.  Include your name, SKP #, and when you joined Penwheels BOF.  Make sure you sign up for 
the daily digest once you have been accepted.  If you don't start receiving your digests, please contact 
me.  Welcome and many hugs, Alice Zyetz, Moderator and Jaimie Bruzenak, co-Moderator 
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BLOG List 
 
Lynne Benjamin 
·  http://firstep-andlifegoeson.blogspot.com/  
Jaimie Bruzenak & Alice Zyetz   
http://blog.rvlifestyleexperts.com/ 
Carolyn Harris . 
·  http://travelingnewzealand.blogspot.com/ 
·  http://wednesdayswoman.livejournal.com/ 
Kay Kennedy 
·  http://boomersrememberhistory.blogspot.com 
·  http://portablewritingnewsletter.blogspot.com 
·  http://freelancewriter.booklocker.com  
·  http://travelingwithinky.blogspot.com (the 

cat’s travel BLOG) 
 
 

 
 
 
Barbara Kaufmann 
·  http://www.onewordsmith.blogspot.com/  
Patty Lonsbary 
·  http://www.glotours.blogspot.com 
Bess McBride 
·  http://www.rvromance.com  
Darlene Miller 
·  http://rvchuckles.blogspot.com 
Marianna and Bruce Nelson 
·  http://www.otr.studio221.net   
Betty Prange 
·  http://www.PrangeDePlume.blogspot.com 
Elaine Seavey 
·  http://www.elaineseavey..wordpress.com

 
Resources – Feature Articles 

 
Make a Difference, Not a Dollar by Angela Dion 

(Angela Dion is the owner of Dion Communications, LLC. She is a freelance writer, speaker and teacher. She has written three 
books and has published over 200 articles. To subscribe to her free Write Words newsletter go to 
www.dioncommunications.com.)  

Writers write. Putting words on a page develops from habit and continues because it is fun 
and therapeutic. Hopefully, at some point along the way, it becomes profitable.  

I find that in the midst of my success, there is a danger of losing my true motive to write. I 
want to write to make a difference. So while I keep marketing and profiting from the craft I love, 
I spend some of my writing time with no thought of the bottom line. Whether you’re a seasoned 
writer or beginner, try one of these writing disciplines to make a difference, not a dollar. 
1. Write daily in a gratitude journal. Some days it’s for a sale, but most days I’m thankful for 

simple things: I finished a manuscript, my computer didn’t die or I got a handwritten instead 
of form rejection letter from an editor. 

2. Write a weekly encouraging card to a friend, neighbor or co-worker. This has been wonderful 
not only for me, but for the recipient. Using our gift to encourage others should be a regular 
part of our lives.  

3. Write a monthly letter to another writer whose work you admire. It will encourage and 
support a kindred spirit. Send a courtesy copy of your letter to the author’s publisher if it is a 
book or editor if it is a magazine. 

4.  Write a quarterly letter to your spouse, parents or children. Simply write a love letter letting 
them know how important they are to you and why you love them.  

5. Write yearly handwritten holiday cards. Select the people who have really made an impact on 
your life and tell them about it in a personal card.  
 
How we impact others is more important than how much money we make or how many 

people know our names. Try just one of these five ways to get back to that original goal—to 
make a difference. 
 



 
PENWHEELS 
 
An Escapees RV Club Birds-of-a-feather (BOF) 
group for RVers interested in writing of all kinds.  
Some are published and some are not.  The purpose 
of Penwheels is to establish a support network of 
RVing writers for sharing information, discussion, 
critiques, and socializing in person, snail and 
electronic mail. 
 
Penwheels is published four times a year.  
Subscription is $8 (USD) per year.  In order to belong 
to any SKP BOF group, you must be a member in 
good standing of the Escapees RV Club.  You may 
contact the Club at 1-888-757-2582. 
 
Editorial submissions are best submitted via      
e-mail to:  2firstep@gmail.com 
 
Or snail mail to: 
Lynne Benjamin 
    c/o  Joanne Alexakis 
  140 Rainbow Drive #4093 
 Livingston TX 77399-1040 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PENWHEELS 
 
Beth Ramos 

  900 Spring Park Street #303 
  Celebration, FL 34747 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Writers-in-Residence 
* Jojoba Hills Writers Group 
   SKP Jojoba Hills RV Resort 
    Aguanga, CA 92536 
    Alice Zyetz 
 
* North Ranch Writers Group 
    SKP North Ranch RV Resort 
    Congress, AZ 85332-0039 
    Norma Scheall  928-685-3552 
 
 
 
 
 
Penwheels Volunteers 
Editor:  Lynne Benjamin 
Membership:  
 Joanne Alexakis 
 140 Rainbow Drive #4093 
 Livingston TX 77399-1040 
 joannealex@earthlink.net 
Yahoo E-Forum: Alice Zyetz 
Travelling Library : Jaimie Bruzenak  
Printing & Mailing : Beth Ramos 
Historian: Doris Hutchins 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIRST CLASS POSTAGE 
 
 
   

 


